Get Published
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What Can I Publish?
An excellent project, internship, or research you conducted during matriculation, during a fellowship, or up to two years post-graduation.

Who Can Publish?
• Current students, at any level*
• Current fellows*
• Working professionals up to two years post-graduation*

Who Will Review My Submission?
Peers chosen from a pool of current students, current fellows, or working professionals up to two years post-graduation.

What Has Been Published?
• “Cost Analysis of Influenza Vaccine Administration in Fayette County, Kentucky, 2005-2007,” by Karen E. Kryscio (Kentucky)
• “Practice-Based Learning in Global Youth Tobacco Prevention Research at the University of Texas Master of Public Health Program,” by Poonam Dhavan et al. (Texas)
• More articles were accepted for publication. Your work could be next.

Send questions to info@asph.org and reference Student Column.

* from ASPH Member Schools
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